HOST CHARACTER LIST

.
There are 6 required players and 6 optional – all are either gender. If you are playing with only 4-5, download
the required player host list for 4 – 5 players on your account.

NAME |
OCCUPATION

RUNE
GOBBLEGIBLET
Sweet Corn Farmer
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

LOXLEY THURSDAY
Retail Window
Display Designer
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

VESPER CHUTNEY
Production Baker
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

WREN ROSEMARY
Barista
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

HARLOW RUBY
Fruit Expert, Edible
Displays
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

BRIEF BIO
Rune operates the Gobblegiblet Sweet Corn Farm on the
outskirts of town. The farm produces fresh sweet corn using the
best mix of soil and high-tech scarecrows to keep the pests away.
Rune picks the corn daily and distributes it to markets around the
town. Rune knows all there is to know about sweet corn farming,
but Rune frequently misunderstands situations and concepts,
which leads to off-the-wall comments and awkward moments
during chats with others.
Loxley designs the storefront window displays at Blooming Sacks
Department Store. Loxley is incredibly talented at interior design
and marketing but isn’t the easiest person to get along with at the
store. Loxley stares danger in the eye without a care in the world.
For some reason, Loxley is one of the luckiest people around, as
Lox has dodged lighting attacks, ten-car pileups, and even when
a local silverback gorilla escaped from the Harvest Hollow zoo, it
passed Loxley on the sidewalk to get to a group of people leaving
a gym.
Vesper Chutney is the head baker at the Huge Harvest Bread
Company. Vesper has created a secret recipe called Miracle
Bread, as it has the lowest carbohydrates and calories but is
utterly delicious. There is a line every morning at the bakery to
pick up loaves of Vesper’s fresh bread.
A cynic who prefers remaining a bystander in most situations,
Vesper doesn’t always stay within society’s norms. Vesper is
quick to highlight your mistakes and faults and slow to accept any
blame for any situation.
Wren Rosemary is the assistant manager and head barista at
Cornucopia Coffeehouse – the hot spot coffee shop in the middle
of Harvest Hollow. A true friend, Wren Rosemary is a hard worker
who will do anything for a person in need. During a crisis, Wren
will rise to become the backbone of the situation. A born leader,
Wren works well with groups and is calm under pressure – even
when customers are shouting at Wren over having one too many
pumps of sugar-free vanilla in their two-shot, double-blended
pumpkin Frappuccino’s.
Edible Displays is a company in Harvest Hollow that creates
excellent presentations of tasty treats such as chocolate
fountains, nacho rivers, cookie trees, and fruit towers. Harlow is
the fruit department manager who earned their fruit management
stripes by running the produce department at Kreuger’s Grocery
Store for almost a decade. Harlow often loses their train of
thought and gets off track, but this fruit designer is exceptionally
gifted with the ability to build fruit masterpieces.
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

Farmer costume.

Over-accessorized
costume that is
Thanksgivinginspired. You are a
designer, so try to
design yourself for
the season.

Baker uniform. Or,
keep it simple and
wear a chef’s hat.

Barista uniform. It
can be a black t-shirt
and green apron –
that simple.

Fruit-inspired shirt –
like a Hawaiian shirt
with fruit on it. Or,
dress like your
favorite fruit!

BRENNEX
YAMBERRY
Tour Guide, Harvest
Hollow Caves
REQUIRED PLAYER
EITHER GENDER

JADE PLUMCORN
Tax Manager
Optional player –
either gender

RORY WISHBONE
Social Media
Strategist
Optional player –
either gender

SIRON GINGER
Cat Sitter
Optional player –
either gender

TATUM PEPPERS
Blogger
Optional player –
either gender

MERRITT
MAYFLOWER
Party Performer
Optional player –
either gender

Brennex invented hiking, the steam locomotive, and the world
wide web. Brennex was also the first person to climb Mount
Everest and live on Mars for a spell. At least that’s what Brennex
Safari type attire –
claims – albeit the townsfolk know to take what Brennex says with
khaki shirt, floppy
a grain of salt. Brennex is a tour guide for Harvest Hollow Caves –
752 acres of limestone caverns with mapped passageways and
hat to keep the cave
more than two miles of public access lighting. Brennex runs tours
drippings off you.
of the sediment, limestone, and crystal formations found inside
the caves with a site tour of the observation tower, a tourist cabin,
and a souvenir shop.
Jade Plumcorn works for TD & Associates, a firm providing
Very
complete reviews of individuals' tax returns. Jade is relatively
conservative/nerdy
subdued, although Jade is known for making direct or unpleasant
attire. Think of a
comments to others. Jade plays the drums for a local band
called Harvesticity and is an avid bowler. Even though Jade has
librarian or computer
an extensive finance background being a tax manager, Jade
nerd.
loves to make betting pools in the neighborhood for everything.
An Instant-Gram influencer turned entrepreneur - Rory Wishbone
turned their clout into something useful by opening Wishbone
Social Management. Rory has high-profile clients, such as food
Dress trendy and
processors, farmers, and even D-list celebrities. Rory manages
maybe wear a
their social media accounts, promising to build brands and
increase followers.
ThanksgivingRory Wishbone is known for stashing things in secret
inspired hat or scarf.
compartments of their clothes, under hats or wigs, inside of socks,
shoes, and even spandex pants worn under regular pants. A bit of
a doomsday prepper, Rory is always prepared for any situation.
Siron Ginger is the cat sitter of Harvest Hollow. If you have a cat,
you have Siron’s number programmed into your phone. Siron
lives for taking care of cats, and everyone who adores cats also
Cat-inspired clothing.
adores Siron. Siron has one of the top pet photo accounts on the
If you feel up to it –
Instant-Gram social media app and uploads at least 25 photos a
wear a headband
day. Siron has ten pet cats of their own and has matching outfits
with cat ears.
with all of them. Siron swears their cats have formed a community
with one ruler and laws for them to follow, but nobody likes to talk
about that.
Tatum is brave, loyal, and an influential person to know, as Tatum
has a blog with over five million zealous readers. What Tatum
writes on the blog Tatum’s Diary is taken as gold and shared all
Dress trendy and
over the internet. Because of Tatum’s ability to make-or-break
maybe wear a
someone, people tend to steer clear of Tatum and will only
interact with the minimal: hello, good morning, and how’s the
Thanksgivingweather.
inspired hat or scarf.
Because Tatum has essentially written a negative blog about all
of their former ‘friends,’ Tatum has been trying to make new
friends, to no avail.
You can be a clown,
Loud, annoying, and sometimes rude – Merritt is still the best
mime,
entertainer in town. From clowns to popular fictional characters,
prince/princess,
Merritt will dress up and arrive at your party in character with
golden statue,
magic, song, and dance. Merritt has an outrageous personality,
so it’s best to thicken your skin if you’ll be hanging around Merritt. magician – any kind
Maybe grab a good pair of earplugs if you plan to be around
of performer you
Merritt for an extended amount of time?
wish.
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TENNYSON BASTE
FED-UPS Delivery
Driver
Optional player –
either gender

Tennyson is clumsy and often has a foot-in-their-mouth, as
Tenny speaks without a filter or prior thought. Blunt honesty is
Tenny's hallmark characteristic, and like many others in the
dysfunctional neighborhood of Acorn Hill, this doesn't always sit
well with others.
Tennyson is continually being put on blast on social media with
videos of Tenny dropping or kicking packages up to the doorstep
of the recipients. Tenny claims it was an accident and moves on.
At work, Tenny is on the last warning and hopes the neighbors of
Acorn Hill, where Tenny lives, will be nice and stop squealing
every time a box gets dented!
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Any kind of delivery
driver uniform.

